Group Activity:
Moving Ahead Curriculum Module Activity Planning

Work with others at your table to develop one Moving Ahead Curriculum activity that could be used in a group or one-on-one session with a survivor. The activity you design should correspond with the Moving Ahead Curriculum module that was assigned to your table.

Complete the questions below and build/outline a handout to go along with your activity. Consider designing an activity that would allow the participants to apply knowledge learned from the module and/or further understand how it relates to them personally.

Module assigned:

Activity name:

Is this a group or individual activity?

Amount of time needed to complete the activity:

Key objectives for this activity: (Ex. After this activity participants would be able to identify a step they can take to improve their credit or participants can identify a spending leak in their budget)

What’s needed? (Ex. Printed worksheet, white board, computer access etc.)

Activity instructions: Please provide a description of the activity as well as detailed instructions for the facilitator and for the participant.

For Facilitator:

For Participant: